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Recall from the last class
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} The Kruse & Heiser investigation model
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What are we looking for? Digital artifacts
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} Digital artifacts: Part or entirely of the digital state of a 
computer system at a given time

} Examples:
} Videos, documents, audio recordings, emails, photos
} Location data, social circles, cached content, communications data
} Backup archives, web activity logs, configuration files, access 

control logs
} …

} Need to extract them from one or more computer systems



Our main concern when acquiring evidence
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} To preserve digital way in a way that:

1. Maintains an accurate representation of the original data, 
and

2. Maximizes its usefulness for decision makers, i.e., it is as 
complete as possible

} Simply put:

We want to get the most evidence we can with the least 
amount of alteration



Today: collect evidence from the crime scene
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Computer systems made simple
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} A computer system = graph of 
interconnected “boxes”

} Outer boxes: computers holding 
potential evidence
} E.g., servers, smartphones

} Inner boxes: network components 
connecting outer boxes
} E.g., routers, switches

} Boxes provide sources of evidence

file
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Class roadmap
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} Tools for evidence acquisition

} Obstacles to evidence acquisition

} Evidence acquisition from computers

} Handling mobile devices



Tools for evidence acquisition
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Forensic tools
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} Translate data through one or 
more layers of abstraction

Forensic Tool

Input data Rule set

Raw disk image

Margin of error

45 00 00 1d 7b bd 00 00
c0 a8 01 37 23 82 23 83
...

Output data

File tree



Typical workflow of forensic tool utilization
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Arrows indicate steps where tools are used



In the process, tools generate multiple data items
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Ideal properties of forensic tools
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} Usability
} Present data at a useful layer of abstraction for investigators

} Comprehensiveness
} Reveal all relevant data

} Accuracy
} The tool output error must be as low as possible

} Determinism
} Produce the same output when given the same rule set and input data

} Verifiability
} Be able to verify the results, either manually or using independent tool set

} Performance



The first responder forensic toolkit
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} Backpack or case containing:

} Mobile forensic workstation (laptop)

} Bootable forensically-sound OS

} Forensically clean storage devices 
for evidence collection: USB pen, 
external drive

} Write blocker

} Faraday bag

} Other accessories: power cord, 
power adapters, network cables, 
power battery Write blocker

Faraday bag

Mobile forensic
workstation



The forensics lab
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} Contains equipment for backing up evidence acquisition 
and supporting preservation and analysis of evidence

Mobile forensic
workstation

Evidence Storage
Server

Evidence Acquisition
Server

Evidence Analysis
Workstation

Internet

Crime Scene Forensics Lab

Suspect Host



Obstacles to evidence acquisition
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Obstacle #1: Heterogeneity of technology
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Variety of technologies for similar 
platforms Multiple generations of hardware

Variety of computer platforms

Diversity of hardware components

Desktop

Mobile

Servers

Embedded



Where do digital artifacts reside?
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All along the way in the memory and storage hierarchy



Obstacle #2: Dynamism of system state
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} The system state changes which may complicate the 
task of acquiring a consistent snapshot of evidence

} Some parts of the system may change, but may not be 
relevant for the forensic analysis

} The lower is the dynamism the higher can the accuracy 
be because we can obtain consistent data



Simple example: calculator program
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} Identify the digital artifacts 
left behind in memory after 
running this program

} If you interrupt the process in 
different points

} Input: 1 + 3

} Snapshots:
} A: arg1 = 1, arg2 = 0, res = 0
} B: arg1 = 1, arg2 = 3, res = 0
} C: arg1 = 1, arg2 = 3, res = 4

int main() {

int arg1 = 0;

int arg2 = 0;

int res = 0;

while(1) {

printf("Enter argument 1:\n");

scanf("%d", &arg1);

printf("Enter argument 2:\n");

scanf("%d", &arg2);

result = arg1 + arg2;

printf("Result: %d\n\n", res);

}

return 0;

}

A

B

C



Obstacle #3: Volatility of digital evidence
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} Tells how long data can survive in a system

} The volatility level depends on whether:

} A consistent power supply is required for storage

} How fast data changes



Volatility level examples
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Less
Volatile

Lost on 
power 
down

Survives
power 
down

More dynamic

Less dynamic

More dynamic

Less dynamic

CPU registers

Buffer cache

ARP cache

Process table

Logged users

Images, videos

Documents

Network topology

System logs

Temporary files
Swap file

Open files

System settings



Obstacle #4: Accessibility of digital artifacts
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} Locally accessible
} The investigator has access to the HW holding the data
} E.g., file system of an apprehended computer or mobile device

} Remotely accessible
} Only remote access to the computer system where data lives
} E.g., gmail account of known password by the investigator

} Inaccessible
} Cannot be retrieved no matter whether or not the forensic 

investigator is in possession of the host hardware device
} E.g., encrypted file system w/ unknown key, private cloud store



Obstacle #5: Potentially large amount of data
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} Data generated in 2010
} 1200 trillion gigabytes (1.2 zettabytes)
} 89 stacks of books each reaching from the Earth to the Sun
} Would need more than 750 million iPods to hold it

} Projection for 2020
} 35 zettabytes will be produced
} = all words ever spoken by human beings written 7 times

} Triage may be necessary



Evidence acquisition from computers
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Storage devices were found in crime scene
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How to handle such devices?

Hard Drives
External 

Hard DrivesThumb Drives

Memory Cards



General procedure for handling storage devices
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} If you can take the device:
} Tag, bag, create chain of custody, bring to lab for data extraction

} Otherwise, perform data extraction on spot
} Extract the data into the mobile station or upload it to remote lab server

} Procedure for data extraction from the device:
} Copy the data from the device without causing alterations
} Calculate the hash
} Create at least another copy (double check the hash)



Write blockers
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} Be very careful at mounting the storage device!
} E.g., Windows creates thumbnails and recycle bin folders on plugged devices!

} Write blockers allow acquisition of data from a storage device 
without changing the drive’s contents
} Write commands are blocked
} Only read commands are allowed to pass the write blocker
} Types of blockers: hardware write blocker and software write blocker

Forensic station Source storage device

Write 
Blocker



Hardware write blocker
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} HWB sits in between forensic 
station and storage device
} Supported storage interfaces are 

ATA, SCSI, Firewire, USB or SATA

} The forensic station’s controller 
cannot write values to the 
command register, which writes or 
erases data on the storage 
device



Software write blocker
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} SWB is a software layer that sits in between the OS and the device 
driver for the storage device

} Prevents all disc requests that use sysem calls to write data to the 
storage device

} Linux software write blocker
} https://github.com/msuhanov/Linux-write-blocker



Methods for copying the data
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} Logical acquisition
} Select relevant files to be copied from the device
} Faster and takes up less space, but incomplete capture

} Bit-stream copy
} Exact bit-by-bit copy of the original storage medium
} Capture includes meta-data and both active (known files) as well 

as inactive data (deleted file fragments)

} The target can be to disk:
} The destination disc must be wiped with zeros before the acquisition starts
} The destination disc must not be mounted in the acquisiton system

} The target can be to file, aka bit-stream image (e.g., image.dd)
} The file can be saved on a hard disc or other storage media



Linux tools for image creation and inspection
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} Extract a disk image using the dd tool family
} dc3dd if=/dev/sda3 of=/home/forensics/disk.img hash=md5 

log=/home/forensics/disk.log

} Mount disk image/partition read only:
} mount -r /home/forensics/disk.img /mnt/mount_point

} Obtain partition information:
} sfdisk –l disk.img
} fdisk –lu disk.img

} Can split (and mount) the image to individual partitions
} dd if=disk.img bs= 512 skip=xxx count=xxx of=partition.dd



Data acquisition over network
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} It’s possible to create an image file over network
} Transmitting data from source media over network and write data to file

} How to:
} First, the target computer (IP address 192.168.0.11) is prepared for the 

reception of data
} netcat -l -p 9000 | dd of=file.dd

} If the target computer is ready to start the transmission on the source 
computer is started
} dd if=/dev/hda | netcat 192.168.0.11 9000

Forensic station Source storage device

Write Blocker

Target server



A computer has been found in the crime scene
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The computer is off. What do you do first?



What happens when the computer is turned on
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} Evidence can be tampered with or even destroyed!

} Files in the boot process are modified

} Autorun features / boot up scripts

} Malware executed upon boot

If computer is off, leave it off



Seizing a computer
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} Using masking tape, tape over the power receptacle 
on the back of the computer

} Bag the power cable in an evidence bag along with 
an evidence tag

} If the computer is a laptop, open it and remove the 
battery; bag the battery with an evidence tag



What if you can’t bring the entire computer?
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} Bring the hard disks
} Need to open the computer’s 

case and extract the hard disk
} Then seize the hard disk

} If you can’t bring the disk
} Boot a trusted forensic OS (e.g., Kali) from DVD / USB drive

} May need to access the BIOS first to update the boot sequence
} Identify the device (under /dev) that corresponds to the source disk
} Perform a logical or bit-stream copy of the disk
} Note: use only the forensic tools of the trusted forensic OS!



What if the computer is turned on?
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What do you do then?



Ordered shutdown may change the data!
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} Some files changed on Windows XP power off
/WINDOWS/system32/wbem/Logs/wmiprov.log
/WINDOWS/system32/wbem/Logs/WinMgmt.log
/Documents and Settings/qwert/NTUSER.DAT.LOG
/Documents and Settings/qwert/NTUSER.DAT
/Documents and Settings/qwert/Local Settings/Application Data/Microsoft/Windows/UsrClass.dat
/Documents and Settings/qwert/ntuser.ini
/WINDOWS/system32/wbem/Repository/FS
/WINDOWS/Tasks/SA.DAT
/WINDOWS/system32/wbem/Repository/FS/OBJECTS.MAP
/WINDOWS/system32/wbem/Logs/wbemess.log
/WINDOWS/SchedLgU.Txt
/WINDOWS/system32/wbem/Repository/FS/INDEX.MAP
/WINDOWS/system32/config/SysEvent.Evt
/WINDOWS/system32/config/software.LOG
/WINDOWS/bootstat.dat
/WINDOWS/inf/wkstamig.inf (deleted-realloc)
/WINDOWS/system32/config/software
/Documents and Settings/NetworkService/Local Settings/Application Data/Microsoft/Windows/UsrClass.dat
/WINDOWS/system32/config/system.LOG
/Documents and Settings/LocalService/Local Settings/Application Data/Microsoft/Windows/UsrClass.dat
/WINDOWS/system32/config/system
/WINDOWS/system32/config/SECURITY
/Documents and Settings/NetworkService/NTUSER.DAT
/Documents and Settings/LocalService/NTUSER.DAT
/WINDOWS/system32/config/default
/WINDOWS/system32/config/SAM



Pull the power plug?
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} In the past, most computer 
forensics experts 
recommended pulling the 
power cable on a 
computer right away, even 
if the computer is running

} Most experts agreed that 
you should not go to any 
extraordinary efforts to 
gather volatile data 
stored in RAM



Advantages of pulling the power plug
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} May help preserve evidence, for example:

} Any script the suspect has written that should execute upon 
shut-down doesn't get a chance to run

} Temporary word-processing and other interim files remain on 
the hard drive, whereas they might get deleted if the 
software applications shut down more gracefully



Disadvantages of pulling the power plug
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} Information may be lost by virtue of the volatility of data
} Computers have large amounts of RAM which maintain process 

context information, network state information, and much more 
} Once a system is powered down, the immediate contents of that 

memory are lost and can never be completely recovered

} Examples:
} On a suspect’s computer there is a important message stored in 

RAM that will be lost if the computer is unplugged
} In network intrusions, it is usually desirable to capture information 

related to active processes and malware resident in memory



A similar dilemma: Unplugging the network 
cable
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} To prevent anyone from 
accessing systems from outside 
the crime scene, it is generally 
advisable to disable network 
connectivity to all computer 
systems

} However, this action can destroy 
evidence and eliminate 
investigative opportunities



Problems with disconnecting the network cable
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} The opportunity to list the active connections to the 
system is lost: investigators may never know which other 
computers on the network might contain evidence

} In certain cases such as network intrusions, disconnecting 
network connections may eliminate an opportunity to 
gather network traffic of the perpetrator in action

} Furthermore, it can seriously impact a business: 
disconnecting an e-mail server or an e-commerce site’s 
main transaction server can cause significant losses



First observation to make
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} Is the system password protected?
} If there are logged-in accounts, switching off the computer may 

result in loss of credentials and prevent you from logging back in

} If not, pull the power plug: there’s not much one can do

} Otherwise, it may be necessary to perform live forensics
} For example, if a user account is logged on, switching down the 

computer may result in loss of user credentials



Live forensics
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} So, it may be necessary to perform operations on a system 
that contains evidence, especially in networked systems

} Live forensics vs. dead/postmortem forensics
} Live: analysis is done on a live system
} Dead/postmortem: analysis done on powered off system

} General procedure for live forensics:
} The evidence system must be running and logged in
} Ideally, run forensically sound tools from DVD or USB stick
} Collect evidence to external storage or network share
} Create log entry for every single command you execute



Useful data to collect in live analysis
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} Files and network 
connections
} List open files

} lsof -nDr

} List network connections
} netstat -nap

} List network routes
} netstat -nr

} List deleted and open files
} ils -0 /dev/hdaN

} List network addressess
} ifconfig

} Processes
} List processes

} ps -auxl | $nc # linux: 
suspect processes

} Capture process memory
} pcat <PID>

} Users
} List active users

} who -iHl

} Obtain system information
} tar cf - /proc



Useful data to collect in live analysis
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} Memory
} Memory dump

} volatility
} Swap space

} dd if=/dev/SWAPdev bs=2k

} Volumes and file systems
} Encrypted volumes

} dd if=/dev/hdaN bs=2k
} Temporary partitions

} dd if=/dev/TMPdev bs=2k
} File access times

} ls -alRu

} System-specific structures
} Windows registry
} Windows event log

} Applications
} Browsers

} Password caches
} Web cache

} Cloud applications
} Dropbox, Google Drive

} Messaging & social networks
} Email clients
} Facebook and Twitter accounts

Note that which data is relevant depends on the case under study



Risk assessment necessary before live capture
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} Types of information that may be: running processes, 
network connections, and data stored in memory
} Memory may contain: decrypted applications, cryptographic keys, 

passwords, code that has not been saved to disk, etc.

} It may be worthwhile considering manual closure of 
various applications, but requires expert knowledge

} Closing Microsoft Internet Explorer will flush data to the hard drive, 
thus benefitting the investigation and avoiding data loss

} However, closing KaZaA, could result in the loss of data



Collect evidence by which order?
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} To ensure all relevant data are collected, you should 
prepare an order of volatility while gathering evidence

} The order should be from the most volatile to the least

} Example of an OoV in a network intrusion investigation:
1. ARP cache
2. Process table
3. Kernel statistics and modules
4. Logs
5. User files

Least
volatile



Summary of decision process in live forensics
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Identify computer system, secure 
scene, and preserve trace evidence

Computer
on?

Screen
saver?

Password
prompt?

Destruction
in progress?

Computer
required?

Photograph, label, 
document, disconnect 

network, power 
cables. Collect 

peripherals, 
removable media, etc.

Document screen, system time, 
and network activity. Preserve 

volatile data if needed 

Collect digital 
evidence that is

needed

Move mouse

Disconnect 
power

no

yes

yes

yes no

no

no

yes

no yesKeep it 
off!



Summary of approaches to data preservation
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What to preserve Implications

Original hard drive Any operations that are needed can be performed.  Physical damage / 
failure of the original hard drive may render its contents inaccessible

Forensic duplicate of original
hard drive

The entire contents of the hard drive are preserved, including deleted 
data. This is generally done performing a bit-stream copy. However, it 
may be infeasible or not permitted under certain circumstances (e.g., 
very large hard drives, legal protection of certain files)

Select files from original hard 
drive

Other files on the hard drive that may be relevant will not be 
preserved, and deleted data will not be preserved. Furthermore, for the 
selected files, important information or metadata may be lost or 
misinterpreted during acquisition.

Converted versions of files 
from original hard drive

For the selected files, important information or metadata may be lost 
or misinterpreted during conversion

Relevant portions of files 
from original hard drive

Digital investigators only know what is relevant at a certain moment 
and may miss some relevant information, particularly if new facts come 
to light later

Written notes detailing 
portions of files

The approach does not preserve the original digital evidence and is not 
feasible with large amounts of data



Handling mobile devices
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Mobile devices were found in crime scene
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How to acquire the data from such devices?

Mobile Phones

PDAs

Smartphones



Where mobile devices store their data
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} Android applications primarily store data persistently 
in two locations: internal and external storage

} External data storage (SD card)
} Data can be stored in any location

} Internal data storage
} The location is predefined and controlled by the Android APIs
} Internal data of all apps is saved in /data/data/<apppkg>

} E.g., e-mail client location /data/data/com.android.email



What’s special about data acquisition in mobiles
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} Can’t remove persistent memory off the device
} Depend on the device’s firmware / OS to access the data

} The firmware / OS of the device restricts access to data
} E.g., Android’s debug bridge can’t read app’s private data

} Linked with outside world via wireless
} Commands issued via 4G and WiFi may cause data destruction

} Depend on battery for power supply
} Data may get lost (or made inaccessible) when battery runs out



A smartphone was found in the crime scene
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What do you do first?

Assume that it’s powered down



Brind the device and power and data cables
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} It is always prudent to seize the 
cables directly from the scene

} It’s possible that a newer device is 
in use and the forensic toolkits do 
not yet have an appropriate cable



Smudge attack
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} Infer the lock pattern from the oil smudge left on the 
display’s surface
} First responders must minimize contact with the screen



What if the device is powered on?
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What do you do first?

Assume that it’s powered on



If unlocked, network isolation
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} Crucial to isolate the device from the network
} In the worst case, a remote wipe could be initiated on 

the device
} In other circumstances, additional messages can be 

received or removed by triggers outside our control

} Isolation should prevent reception of new calls, 
messages, or commands that could alter or 
destroy evidence

} Need to cover several wireless interfaces:
} GSM, WiFi, BT, etc.



Ways to isolate the device
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Place the device in 
Airplane mode

Place the device in a 
Faraday bag: shield the 
interior from external 

electromagnetic 
radiation 

Remove the SIM 
card

Turn off the 
device

Suspend account 
with carrier



Network isolation techniques: pros & cons
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Technique Advantages Disadvantages

Put the device in Airplane
mode*.  Requires full access 
to the Settings menu

The device continues running and 
temporal data remains intact. 
Disables cellular data net and WiFi

You are modifying the device 
setting further. Only works if you 
have full access to the device

If the phone is a GSM 
phone, remove the SIM card

Easy to remove, effective in 
disabling all cellular voice, SMS, and 
data transmissions

Does not disable WiFi

Suspend account with 
wireless carrier

Effective at disabling all cellular 
voice, SMS, and data transmissions

Process may take some time and 
require court order, does not 
disable WiFi

Place device in shielded bag,
box, tent, or room

Faraday shields prevent various 
types of network transmissions; 
good if cannot use any previous 
options

Debate about effectiveness of 
portable bags. Could drain the 
battery. Cords cannot be inserted 
in bag.

Turn the device off Completely effective in preventing
all network transmissions

The device state is modified;
temporal data is lost. Pass code on 
reboot could be enabled

* The best option is probably placing the device in Airplane mode



Exercise from 2nd exam 2016/17
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Conclusions
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} Data acquisition is a task that poses a number of 
obstacles for the forensic analysis

} To forensically acquire data from computers, many 
factors must be considered, e.g., whether to power off 
the computer, unplug the network cord, etc.

} When handling mobile devices, care must be taken 
about network isolation and battery usage.
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} II.1 File Forensics
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